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Abstract. With the development of Internet and big data technology, the scale of data is growing exponentially, and these data contain a lot of valuable information. As the most intuitive way of knowledge expression, knowledge map can effectively organize and express data. As an important means of knowledge map completion, knowledge inference aims to deduce new knowledge or identify wrong knowledge based on existing knowledge in the knowledge map. Different from traditional knowledge inference methods, knowledge inference methods based on knowledge graphs are also diversified according to their simple, intuitive, flexible and rich knowledge expression forms. According to the types of reasoning methods, knowledge reasoning methods based on knowledge graph can be divided into single-step reasoning and multi-step reasoning. According to the different methods adopted for each type, each type also includes reasoning based on distributed representation; reasoning based on neural network and mixed reasoning. These methods are summarized in detail, and the future research direction and prospect of knowledge inference based on knowledge map are discussed and prospected.
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1. Introduction

A formalized representation method of the knowledge graph is to use fact triples [1] to record various things and their interrelationships. It transforms human knowledge into a form understandable and usable by machines. It can be represented by the "head entity" and "tail entity" in the above triples, and the relationship between things is represented by the "relationship" in the triples [2]. At present, because most of the open knowledge graphs, such as DBpedia [3], Freebase [4], are constructed manually or semi-automatically, these knowledge graphs are relatively sparse, and the hidden relationships among a large number of entities have not been fully explored. According to statistics in 2014, in the Freebase knowledge base, 71% of people have no exact date of birth, and 75% have no nationality information [5]. The incompleteness of the knowledge graph seriously restricts the development of the field of artificial intelligence. How to complete the knowledge graph has become one of the important issues in the field of knowledge graph researc
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ch. Knowledge Graph Completion (KGC) [6] technology was born to deal with the above problems. The knowledge graph completion technology adopts the method of knowledge reasoning, using the existing explicit knowledge in the knowledge graph to predict the tacit knowledge that has not been stored in the graph, and gradually complete the knowledge graph [7].

Traditional knowledge reasoning mainly includes logical reasoning and non-logical reasoning. The process of logical reasoning includes strict constraints and reasoning process, while the process of non-logical reasoning is relatively fuzzy. Logical reasoning is mainly divided into two categories according to the different ways of reasoning: deductive reasoning [8] and inductive reasoning [9]. Among them, inductive reasoning includes abductive reasoning [10] and analogical reasoning [11]. In recent years, the knowledge graph has continued to develop. The number of examples in the graph has gradually increased, and the content covered has become more and more extensive, and a large number of logical rules are required. Therefore, whether it is at the instance level or the abstract concept level, traditional reasoning methods are faced with complexity problems such as difficulty in solving instantiation problems. In the face of situations where traditional reasoning methods cannot meet the needs, on the basis of significant progress in distributed representation and neural network technology, reasoning based on knowledge graphs has evolved its unique reasoning method.

Compared with traditional knowledge reasoning methods, knowledge reasoning based on knowledge graphs is dominated by the knowledge graph itself, not limited to abstract reasoning at the main conceptual level of the ontology, and can have more specific reasoning methods [12]. There are mainly distributed representation-based methods, neural network-based methods and a mixture of multiple methods. Knowledge reasoning technology is affected by the development of knowledge graphs, and has received wide attention as the main means of knowledge graph completion and knowledge graph denoising.

2. Reasoning based on knowledge graph

The reasoning based on the knowledge graph mainly revolves around the reasoning of the relationship, inferring unknown facts or relationships from the facts or relationships that already exist in the knowledge graph [13], generally focusing on the three aspects of the feature information of entities, relationships and graph structure. Figure 1 shows the reasoning of the character relationship graph, using reasoning to get new facts and rules. In general, reasoning oriented to knowledge graphs can mainly assist in reasoning new facts, new relationships, new axioms, and new rules.

Specifically, the knowledge graph usually uses triples containing head entities, relationships, and tail entities to express the attributes of things and the semantic relationships between things. Among them, the entities in the triples are composed of transaction attributes and attribute values, and the relationship in the triple is composed of attributes and relationships. Knowledge graph completion [14] is actually given any two elements in the triplet, the other missing element is obtained through the inference algorithm. That is, given the head entity and the relationship or the relationship and the tail entity, find the tail entity or head entity of the matching triple. This process is called entity prediction [15]. In the same way, relationship prediction is to find out the relationship of matching triples under the premise of given head entity and tail entity in the triple. Regardless of entity prediction or relationship prediction, it will be transformed into entities or relations.
onships that are more likely to form a valid triple under the premise of a given element as the prediction result, and the effectiveness of the entity can be obtained by calculating the score function of a specific hypothesis.

![Character diagram reasoning](image)

**Figure 1** Character diagram reasoning

Since there are thousands of knowledge in the real world, it is very difficult to cover all knowledge, which will lead to the incompleteness of the knowledge map. Therefore, it is very necessary to complete the knowledge map. In the process of completion, link test is a very typical reasoning task. The triples in the knowledge graph can be obtained through manual definition or text extraction. Due to the limitations of artificial knowledge and the uncertainty of algorithms, there may be conflicting or incorrect information in the knowledge graph. Therefore, inconsistency detection is also an important reasoning task in the knowledge graph. The large amount of information stored in the knowledge graph can provide good knowledge services and provide correct relevant knowledge information for related queries. However, the vagueness of the query and the rich semantic information of the knowledge graph make the query difficult, and knowledge reasoning can help query rewriting. Effectively improve the quality of query results.

By summarizing the reasoning methods based on the knowledge graph, according to the reasoning type, the current reasoning methods are divided into two categories: single-step reasoning and multi-step reasoning. According to the different methods used in each category, further division and explanation of knowledge reasoning methods are made.

### 3 Single-step reasoning

Single-step reasoning refers to the method of learning and reasoning using the fact tuples stored in the knowledge graph. Its main feature is that it does not consider path characteristics. According to the different methods used, it can be divided into reasoning based on distributed representation, reasoning based on neural network and hybrid reasoning [12].

#### 3.1 Distributed Representation Reasoning

Distributed knowledge representation refers to the transformation of entities and relationships in triples into dense low-dimensional real-valued vectors. Distributed knowledge representation includes two types of vectors: entity vector and relationship
vector, where the entity vector can represent either the head entity or the tail entity. The two entities in the knowledge graph and the relationship between them are represented by triples in the form of (h, r, t), where h is the head entity vector, r is the tail entity vector, and t is the relationship vector. Single-step reasoning based on distributed representation refers to a direct reasoning process based on distributed knowledge representation. Among them, the most typical is representational reasoning based on translation. The idea of this method is inspired by the experimental results of word2vec. Mikolov et al. proposed a word2vec word representation learning model and toolkit [16], on the basis of which they found that there is a phenomenon of translation invariance between the trained word vectors, and found through analogy inference experiments that this translation invariant The phenomenon generally exists in the semantic relationship of words.

**TransE:** Based on the knowledge of hierarchical knowledge and natural transfer representation of knowledge base, Bordes [17] et al. proposed the first transfer-based representation model TransE. The main idea is: if the triple is established, the head entity vector \( h \) The sum of the relation vector \( r \) is close to the tail entity vector \( t \), otherwise the three will be far away.

The score function is obtained from the above basic assumptions:

\[
f(h,t) = \|r + h - t\| L1/L2
\]

(1)

Where L1 or L2 represents the norm, and the norm is used to measure the distance. The learning process replaces the head entity or the tail entity to get a negative example, similar to a support vector machine, which minimizes the loss function based on Margin. The score of the positive example is at least one Margin higher than the score of the negative example. In reasoning, the candidate entity or relationship with a large score function is the reasoning result. TransE defines the loss function by defining the maximum interval:

\[
L = \sum_{(h,r,t) \in S} \sum_{(h',r',t') \in S'} [\gamma + d(h + r, t) - d(h' + r', t')]^+ + 
\]

(2)

The \([\gamma + d(h + r, t) - d(h' + r', t')]^+\) means max(a,x); \( \gamma \) is a constant, which means the distance between positive and negative samples.

Compared with the previous model, the TransE model has fewer parameters, low computational complexity, and significantly improved performance. However, for different types of relationships, all entity vectors are represented the same; this leads to the TransE model being effective when solving one-to-one relationships, but not applicable when dealing with complex relationships.

**TransR:** Both TransE and TransH models put entities and relationships in the same semantic space, which limits the expressive ability of the model. In response to this problem, Lin et al. proposed the TransR model [18], which established entity vectors and relationship vectors in independent entity space and relationship space. First, the entities are projected from the entity space to the corresponding relationship space, and then the relationship between the projected entities is translated. The main idea of the TransR model is: Given a triple (h, r, t), project the head entity and tail entity vectors into the relationship space to get:

\[
h_r = M_r h, t_r = M_r t
\]

(3)

Among them, \( M_r \) is the projection matrix from the entity space to the relational space; \( M_r \) is the entity space; \( M_r \) is the relational space.

The potential energy function of the TransR model is:

\[
f_r(h,t) = \| h_r + r - t_r \| L_n
\]

(4)
The TransR algorithm maps entities and relationships into two spaces respectively, and then transfers the entities in the entity space to the relationship space through the transition matrix $M_r$ for vector representation. In the TransR algorithm, the entity vector of each triple is set as a $k$-dimensional vector, the relationship vector is set to a $d$-dimensional vector, but $k$ may not be equal to $d$, and the mapping matrix is a $k \times d$ matrix, so that after transferring from the entity space to the relationship space, each head entity and tail entity all become vector representations of the relational space. Since the relationships in the graph are usually different, the TransR model learns a unique vector for each relationship. Therefore, the TransR model is not enough to represent all entity pairs under the relationship.

TransD: The TransD model uses two vectors to represent entities and relationships, one is used to represent the meaning of the entity, and the other is used to dynamically construct a mapping matrix [19]. Compared with TransR and CtransR [18], the TransD model not only considers the diversity of relationships but also the diversity of entities. TransD has few parameters and does not require matrix-vector multiplication. The main idea of the TransD model is: for a given triple $(h, r, t)$, its vectors are $h$, $h_p$, $r$, $r_p$, $t$, $t_p$, and the subscript $p$ represents the projection vector, defining two projections.

The matrix maps entities from physical space to relational space:

$$M_{rh} = r_p h_p^T + I_{m \times n}, M_{rt} = r_p t_p^T + I_{m \times n}$$

Among them: $h, h_p, t, t_p \in \mathbb{R}^n, r, r_p \in \mathbb{R}^n, M_{rh}, M_{rt} \in \mathbb{R}^{mn}$. Therefore, the mapping matrix is determined by the entity and the relationship. This operation enables the two projection vectors to interact well with each other, because each element of them can satisfy each element from another vector. When we initialize each mapping matrix, we will add it to $M_{rh}$ and $M_{rt}$. Using the mapping matrix, we define the projection vector as follows:

$$h_\perp = M_{rh}, t_\perp = M_{rt}$$

Compared with the TransR model, TransD sets up projection matrices for the head entity and tail entity. In addition, notice that there is no matrix-vector multiplication operation after the formula is expanded in TransD. This reduces the computational complexity compared to the TransR model and is more suitable for calculation of large-scale knowledge graph. In addition to the representation learning methods mentioned so far, there are many other representation learning methods, such as pure neural network methods NTN, ConvE.[20], etc.

From the current analysis of related technologies, the research work of the TransE series of transfer-based representation reasoning methods is relatively comprehensive. However, when modeling, only the constraints of the knowledge graph fact tuple are usually considered, and the deeper combination of semantic information is not considered, and the reasoning ability is limited. The TransE method has the characteristics of simplicity, effectiveness, and high computational efficiency. This has also attracted widespread attention. Many researchers have gone deep into it, and a series of methods have emerged to form the Trans series. However, the TransE series model has been developed for many years, and the development space is trending. Because of saturation, the development potential is small. In addition, the problem-based improvement development route of the Trans series is not suitable for this type of method. More innovative methods, such as methods in the field of mathematics, and modeling spatial distribution are needed.
3.2 Neural Network Reasoning

In single-step reasoning, neural network-based reasoning uses the neural network to directly model the knowledge graph fact tuple, and obtain the vector representation of the fact tuple element for further reasoning. In this method, the entire network constitutes a score function, and the output value of the neural network is used as the score value of the score function. Typical single-step neural network inference models include neural tensor network NTN (neural tensor network), and shared variable neural network model ProjE.

NTN: In order to be able to discover and mine the implicit relationship between different entities in the knowledge graph, Socher et al.\[21\] proposed a neural tensor network (NeuralTensorNetwork, NTN) method, which uses a bilinear tensor layer to replace the traditional standard linear neural network layer. By representing each entity in the database as a vector to obtain the facts about the entity and the probability that it belongs to a certain relationship, each relationship is defined by the parameters of the neural tensor network, and the relationship is expressed as a third-order Zhang It can accurately predict other facts under the condition of using the existing database. The advantage of expressing the relationship as a tensor is that each slice can correspond to a different semantic type, that is, a relationship has multiple slices, which can better model the different semantic connections between different entities under the relationship. The score of the possibility that two entities are in a certain relationship is defined by the following function:

\[
g(e_1, R, e_2) = u^T_k f \left( e_1^T W_R^{[1:k]} e_2 + V_R [e_1] + b_R \right) \tag{7}\]

Where \( f \) is a standard nonlinear function, \( W_R^{[1:k]} \in R^{d \times d \times k} \) is a tensor, \( e_1^T W_R^{[1:k]} e_2 \) is the bilinear tensor product, The result is \( h \in R^k \). Each \( h_i \) represents a tensor \( c \mid h_i = e_1^T W_R^{[1:k]} e_2 \). Other parameters related to \( R \) refer to the standard neural network: \( V_R \in R^{k \times 2d}, U \in R^k, b_R \in R^k, g(e_1, R, e_2) \) the higher the function score, It shows that the relationship between \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) the entity and \( R \) is higher.

The NTN model fully retains the entity semantics implicit in the long tail entity by expressing the long tail entity as the average value of the word vector. In the absence of text description information, the NTN model can still be used to disassemble the entity name. Get entity description information.

Although the NTN model can dig out implicit relationships and entity semantics, it also needs to link the discovered new entities outside the knowledge base to the knowledge base. In this regard, Chen[22] et al. improved the NTN model based on the NTN neural tensor network. The improved model discovers new entities outside the knowledge base by predicting additional real relationships between entities and links them to the knowledge base. In the library, realize the expansion and completion of the knowledge base. The model uses word vectors in the unsupervised text corpus to initialize the entity representation. At the same time, the model uses a method similar to the long-tail entity representation in the NTN model, using subunits separating entity names with spaces to capture grammatical and semantic information, thereby detecting whether entities outside the database are in a specific relationship. The improvement of the NTN model does not require manual design rules nor additional analysis of other text resources. However, the NTN model is based on the tensor decomposition method. Because this method does not consider the characteristics of the multi-path structure in the knowledge graph, the NTN model can only be used for single-step reasoning and...
can only predict the relationship between directly connected entities, and can’t mine the deep-level relationship information passed between entities through paths.

**ProjE**: With the development of knowledge graphs, the amount of information stored in the knowledge base continues to increase, the model feature space of knowledge reasoning is becoming increasingly complex, and the parameter scale is also growing. In order to reduce the parameters, Shi [23] et al. proposed a projection embedding model (Embedding Projection, ProjE) with better effect and smaller parameter scale by simplifying the underlying model architecture. The main method is to treat entity prediction as a multi-candidate ranking problem. Among them, the candidate with the highest ranking score is the entity prediction result, as shown in Figure 2.

In order to generate the ranking list, this method projects each candidate object onto a target vector generated by the input vector through a predefined combination operator, and calculates the projection similarity. The combination operator is defined as follows:

\[ e \oplus r = D_e e + D_r r + b_e \]  

The sum is the diagonal matrix, which is the weight of the entity and the relationship respectively, and is the combined deviation. The model defines the embedded projection function as:

\[ h(e, r) = g(W^e f(e \Theta r) + b_p) \]  

Among them, f and g use sigmoid and tanh as activation functions, respectively, which are the matrix of candidate entities and the projection deviation. Represents the ranking score vector, where each element represents the similarity between a certain candidate entity in the combined input embedding.

From the perspective of the number of parameters, compared with other transfer matrix methods, the number of parameters in the ProjE model is greatly reduced in the process of using combined operations. This model can not only perform entity prediction tasks, but also perform relationship prediction tasks by changing the input. However, because the ProjE model processes the entity and relationship embedding vectors through the combination operator to generate the output vector, the quality of
the word vector preprocessing has a great influence on the combination operation. Not only that, the ProjE model does not use semantic information such as entity descriptions and relationship paths, and the interpretability of the reasoning results is still lacking.

All in all, single-step reasoning based on neural networks attempts to use the powerful learning capabilities of neural networks to model knowledge graph fact tuples, and obtain good reasoning and generalization capabilities. However, the inherent interpretability problems of neural networks still exist. How to properly explain in the application of knowledge graph reasoning ability of neural networks is a big difficulty. At present, there are relatively few researches on single-step reasoning based on neural networks, but the high expressive ability of neural networks and its application in other fields, including image processing, text processing, and knowledge. The outstanding performance and high performance of graph structure data fields such as social networks with similar graph structures make the research prospects in this direction broad. How to extend more neural network-based methods in other fields to the field of knowledge graphs has become a subject to be studied in depth in the future. General graph structure data, such as the representation and reasoning of social networks, are nodes, while the representation and reasoning of knowledge graphs focus on nodes (entities) and edges (relationships). Therefore, from general graph structure data based on neural networks, the transfer of methods to the knowledge graph will be a relatively simple breakthrough. At the same time, the research on the interpretability of neural networks needs to be further developed.

3.3 Confluent reasoning

**ILP:** In the process of rule discovery assisted by distributed representation, the discovery of reasoning rules in the earlier reasoning method of combining rules and distributed is realized by calculating the distributed similarity between relations, and the relationship is represented as the feature vector of corresponding instance. However, the earlier methods do not consider the specific context information, and use an independent method to model the relationship, which ignores the dependency between relationships. In view of the above two problems, Han et al. proposed a context sensitive reasoning rule discovery method. To adopt this method, you need to first build a relationship graph (as shown in Figure 5), and use abstract relationship tuples (such as A buy B) and instantiated features (such as A=Facebook and B=WhatsApp) as the nodes in the relationship graph. The edge in represents the co-occurrence of the abstract relationship tuple and the instantiation feature (such as the edge between A buy B and A=Facebook) or the semantic dependency between the abstract relationship tuple (Such as the connection between A buy B and A purchase B). Then, learn the relationship representation of a specific context based on the relationship graph (as shown in Figure 3, the relationship acquire on the specific context (Google, YouTube) and (children, skill) will be different), and the abstract relationship tuple is related to the corresponding feature context sensitively. The sex score is visualized as a splicing vector, and the correlation score is calculated by restarting random walks from the relation tuple to the feature. Finally, the similarity between the relation vectors is calculated, and the relation pair and the corresponding context larger than the threshold are used as inference rules.
In the aspect of rule assisted reasoning based on distributed representation, Wang et al. seamlessly embedded logical rules and physical rules in the representation model, formalizing the reasoning method into an integer linear programming problem (ILP). Physical rules include the restriction of entity type and the number of entities. In general logic rules, if another relationship R₂ can be deduced through relationship R₁, then the two entities connected by relationship R₁ are also connected by relationship R₂, and the model and rules are integrated by ILP. The objective function is based on the score function of the triple, and any of the above can be used to represent the score function of the model, and each rule is formalized as a condition to be satisfied.

Although this method can improve the reasoning accuracy to a certain extent, the rules in these methods need to be instantiated at a high cost.

**DKRL:** There are two hybrid models in the hybrid reasoning method of neural network and distributed representation: the first is to use the neural network method to model the external information such as the related external text and entity description, and use the representation model to model the triples in the knowledge map; the first method is to use the neural network method to model the knowledge map and get the output Value is applied to the representation model. Xie et al. thought that the description information of an entity can help to improve the accuracy of entity representation, so a description embedded knowledge representation learning (DKRL) model was proposed, which used the entity description in the knowledge map to predict the entity and relationship. The model uses two kinds of encoders, including continuous bag of words (CBOW) and deep convolution neural network. By learning the description content, this method can not only obtain the structure information in the triple, but also the keywords in the entity description and the text information hidden in the word order. The energy function e of DKRL model is defined as:

\[
E = E_S + E_D
\]

Where, \(E_S\) is the energy function based on structure representation, which is the same as the energy function of model TransE:

\[
E_S = \| h_s + r - t_s \| \quad (11)
\]

\(E_D\) is an energy function based on description representation, which is defined as:

\[
E_D = E_{DD} + E_{DS} + E_{SD} \quad (12)
\]

\(E_{DD}\) is defined as:

\[
E_{DD} = \| h_d + r - t_d \| \quad (13)
\]

The head and tail entities are all based on description. EDS and ESD are defined as:
One of the head and tail entities is a description based representation, and the other is a structure based representation. The training goal of DKRL model is to minimize the marginal based score function $L$:

$$
E_{DS} = \| h_d + r - t_s \| \quad (14)
$$

$$
E_{SD} = \| h_s + r - t_d \| \quad (15)
$$

Among them, $s$ is the set of positive case triples, which is the set of negative cases. The negative example means that one of $H$, $R$ and $T$ in the triple $(h, R, t)$ is replaced by another entity or relationship with the wrong triple. $\gamma$ is the marginal super parameter, which represents the minimum distance margin between positive and negative examples, and $D()$ represents the calculation distance.

$$
L = \sum_{(h, r, t) \in S} \sum_{(h', r', t') \in S'} [\gamma + d(h + r, t) - d(h' + r', t')] + \quad (16)
$$

Figure 4

DKRL model deep convolution neural network framework

The advantage of DKRL model is that it combines the text description information of entity in the process of entity representation, but the disadvantage is that the word vector needs to be preprocessed. The model is sensitive to noise data and needs to be eliminated manually. Moreover, the model is only compared with the TransE model, so it is not referential.

Generally speaking, the hybrid reasoning in the single-step reasoning method is to use a variety of different single-step reasoning methods to achieve complementary advantages. At present, the hybrid single-step reasoning method still stays in the shallow mixing of one method as the main method and the other as the auxiliary method. The hybrid reasoning method is different from other specific methods. It is more like a strategy. It is mainly based on the thorough analysis of various methods to find and mix the methods with complementary advantages. The development lies in the selection of several methods for integration and the mode of integration. Among them, one method is used as the main method and the other as the auxiliary strategy in the hybrid method of rule and distributed representation. There are two main ideas in the hybrid one-step reasoning of neural network and distributed representation: one is to use the existing representation model to learn the triples of knowledge map, and the other is to directly use neural network to model knowledge map and integrate the
learning model. In view of the outstanding performance of neural network in various aspects, it will become a hot spot in future research.

4 Multi step reasoning

The multi-step reasoning method is based on the direct relationship modeling by single-step reasoning, which is a deeper indirect relationship modeling, namely multi-step relationship. Multi step relation is a kind of transitive constraint. For example, there is relationship $R_1$ between entity A and entity B and relationship $R_2$ between entity B and entity C. The direct relationship corresponding to these two-step paths is the relationship $R_3$ between entity A and entity C. Through the introduction of multi-step relationship, more information can be modeled, so the effect of multi-step reasoning method is generally better than that of single-step reasoning method. According to different reasoning methods, multi-step reasoning can also be divided into distributed representation based reasoning, neural network-based reasoning and hybrid reasoning.

4.1 Reasoning for distributed representation

The multi-step distributed representation reasoning method also infers through the vectorized knowledge map. Different from the single-step reasoning method, multi-step relation constraints are introduced in the process of learning vector representation. The introduction of multi-step relationship can make the learned vector representation more helpful to the inference and prediction of entities and relationships. For the case of multiple paths between entities, the contribution difference of paths is not distinguished in the TransE model, and these paths are treated equally no matter how important the practical significance is. In this way, some paths with little practical significance are considered more, which increases the complexity of the model. In view of the above situation, the academia has made a series of improvements.

**PTransE**: For the drawbacks of unified treatment of paths in the TransE model, Lin et al. [27] proposed the PTransE model, which deals with different paths between entities. PTransE model adds relationship path constraint on the basis of TransE, and models the path through the combination operation of relationship. As shown in Figure 5, the paths pass through the relationships BornInCity, CityInState and StateInCountry in turn. Through the combination operation modeling of relations, the combination operation can be in the form of addition and multiplication of relations on the path, and then the combined path is regarded as the transition between the head entity Steve Jobs and the tail entity UnitedState. For multiple paths between entities, the weight of relational paths is weighed by path constrained resource allocation algorithm [14], which is used to weight the path modeling results.
Specifically, for a relation path \( p = (r_1, ..., r_l) \) we define a semantic composition operation and obtain the relational path representation \( p = r_1 \ldots, r_l \).

For a multi-step path triple \((h, P, t)\), we can define its energy function simply by referring to the TransE:

\[
L(h, p, t) = ||p - (t - h)|| = ||p - r||
\]  

When the relation path \( P \) and relation \( R \) are consistent, the energy function has a lower score, and does not need to consider the vector information of the entity:

\[
L(h, t) = \sigma \left( \sum_{(h, r, t) \in S} [L(h, r, t) + \frac{1}{Z} \sum_{p \in P(h, t)} R(p|h, t)L(p, r)] \right)
\]

\(L\) is the energy function, \(Z\) is the normalization factor, and \(R\) is the reliability for the entity \((h, t)\) relation path \(P\).

Although PTransE model increases the relationship path constraints and reduces the parameters of combination operation, PTransE model can’t deal with some complex relationship forms, such as reasoning from Queen to female, so it can be used as first-order logic to code this reasoning.

**GAKE:** At present, most of the knowledge representation methods deal with triples separately and PTransE model only introduces multi-hop relation information. In this regard, Feng et al. [28] proposed a graph aware knowledge embedding (GAKE), which uses the structural information in the knowledge map to learn the vector representation of entities and relationships.

The GAKE model introduces three kinds of graph context information: neighbor context, path context and edge context. It reflects knowledge attributes from different angles. Meanwhile, it designs the attention mechanism, that is, weight learning of entities and relationships to learn entities or relationships with representative capabilities. Among them, the neighbor context reflects the triple relationship, the neighbor context of an entity is the relationship and tail entity pair in all triples with the entity as the head entity, the neighbor context of the relationship is the head entity and tail entity pair in all triples corresponding to the relationship, and the path context is the entity and relationship on the multi-step path. The edge context of an entity is all the relationships connected with the entity, and the edge context of a relationship is all the entities connected by the relationship. The objective function of each context is the sum...
of probability functions of entities or relationships in a given context. Finally, the GAKE model maximizes the weighted sum of the above three kinds of objective functions.

In general, multi-step reasoning based on distributed representation is mainly based on the single-step reasoning based on distributed representation to add multi-step relationship modeling, using supplementary modeling or joint modeling. The method of supplementary modeling is Single-step relationship is the main, multi-step relationship assists learning, used to adjust the empty space.

In general, multi-step reasoning based on distributed representation is mainly based on the single-step reasoning based on distributed representation to add multi-step relationship modeling, using supplementary modeling or joint modeling. The method of supplementary modeling is as follows: The single-step relationship is the main, and the multi-step relationship auxiliary learning is used to adjust the position of the vector in the space. The method of co-modeling treats the direct relationship and the indirect relationship equally to obtain a better vector representation, but may introduce cascading errors, that is, the errors caused by the relationship modeling of the intermediate steps on the path will be transmitted accumulate to the final result. For the common modeling approach, some of the high-quality paths and the corresponding direct relationships actually constitute transitive rules. In this case, multi-step reasoning based on distributed representation can be used to a certain extent. It can be seen that while modeling the triples in the knowledge graph, the transitive rules are additionally modeled in the form of vector operations that are convenient for calculation, and the reasoning performance is improved. This requires determining whether the multi-step path and the corresponding direct relationship have a strong correlation. However, PTransE only generally calculates the reliability of multi-step paths in the entire knowledge graph. In fact, a certain path may be an unreliable path for the predicted relationship r1, but it is a decisive path for the predicted relationship r2. Therefore, considering the reliability of the path and the corresponding direct relationship, more likely and effective transitive rules will be obtained, and the modeling on this basis will further improve the effect. This will also become a small research point.

4.2 Reasoning based on Neural Network

**RNN+PRA classifier-b:** The fact triples in the knowledge map are not isolated from each other. Many triples have connection relations. The tail entity of one triplet may be the head entity of another. Such two triples can form a five tuple path, and there may be some relationship between the head and tail entities of the five tuples. For example, if there are triples (a, father, b) and (B, father, c), you know that there should be a triple (a, grandfather, c). In order to predict the relationship between the first and last entities of a multi-group path, Arvind et al. [29] proposed a multi-hop relationship reasoning method, which uses recurrent neural network (RNN) to combine the implied semantics of relationships in paths of any length. In the combination step of each path, the embedding vector of the next hop relation and the vector representing the multi-hop path from the beginning to the present entity are combined into an output vector as the input of the next step. After using the multi-hop path, RNN outputs a relation vector between the first entity and the last entity of the path, which contains all the information of the relationships in the whole path.

In the combination step of each path, this method uses the embedded vector of the next hop relationship and the vector representing the multi-hop path from the beginning
to the current entity to form an output vector (representing the extended path so far), as input for the next step. After using the multi-hop path, RNN outputs a relationship vector between the first entity and the last entity of the path, which contains the information of all the relationships on the entire path. As shown in Figure 6, after combining all the relationship vectors along the tuple path "Microsoft (IsBasedIn) Seattle (StateLocatedIn) Washington (CountryLocatedIn) USA" in turn, the above method sets the head entity "Microsoft" and the tail entity "USA" produce a vector very close to the "CountryOfHeadquarters" relationship.

**Figure 6** Multiple jump relation inference method

In other words, this method uses all the relationship information in the multi-group, combines them in turn and generates the final merging relationship between the head and tail entities. However, considering that a large number of multiple groups in the knowledge map do not necessarily have sequential semantic association, it is difficult to explain the combination reasoning only by using the relationship information on the path of multiple groups, and it is easy to be misled by the semantic differences of different types of relationships on the path in the calculation, resulting in meaningless or unexplained reasoning results.

**Path-RNN:** In other words, there may be multiple paths between the first and the last entities of a multi-component group formed by multiple triples in the knowledge map. In other words, there may be multiple paths between the first and last entities. The previous multi-hop relation reasoning method only uses the single path information of the multivariate group, that is, the probability score is calculated by the combination of the relationship vectors on the path, and other paths are not considered, and the entity on the path is not modeled, but only the "merge" relationship is deduced. In order to improve the above method, Das et al. [30] combined rich symbolic logic reasoning with neural network with strong generalization ability to train a single high-capacity RNN. This model alleviates the common problems of Path Ranking Algorithm (PRA) that cannot share parameters and a large amount of parameters. It allows the sharing of parameters across multiple relationship types for reasoning. It uses the intermediate paths that exist between entity pairs. Information about entities, and express them as annotated functions to alleviate the issue of entity transparency. Top-k, average and LogSumExp methods are used to add weight to the similarity score of each path. In this
The information contained in each path is considered, not just the one with the highest score. However, this method is not suitable for dealing with long text features.

The Path-RNN model is a high-capacity RNN model that allows inference chains across multiple relationship types. It utilizes the information of intermediate entities existing in the path between entity pairs, and alleviates the problem of invisible entities by representing entities as functions of their annotation types. In addition, the author of the article proposes that gathering evidence across multiple paths can improve training speed and accuracy, and shows significant performance improvements through multitasking.

In summary, the multi-step reasoning process based on neural network is a process of directly modeling multi-step path or reasoning. Compared with the single-step reasoning based on neural network, the research work is richer, the interpretability is stronger, and the effect is better. However, the interpretability needs to be further enhanced. Among them, the way of directly modeling the multi-step path, because the multi-step path can be regarded as a relationship or a sequence of relations and entities, it is mainly modeled by RNN. In view of this direction, the research space is relatively small and has related work, and its continued development space is relatively small. The method of directly modeling the reasoning process can simulate the learning and reasoning process of humans, and people have strong learning and reasoning capabilities, so this will be a very popular direction of research. Moreover, the process of human learning and reasoning is relatively complex, making it a very challenging problem. Based on existing models, further research on how to better model the reasoning process will become a need for future efforts.

4.3 Confluent reasoning

In multi-step reasoning, hybrid reasoning is realized by mixing different multi-step methods. Neural network is usually used to mix with other methods because of its strong learning ability and generalization ability. The hybrid reasoning in multi-step reasoning mainly includes path sorting and embedding method, and rule and neural network hybrid reasoning.

**RL reinforcement learning method**: In order to deal with the problem that it is impossible to find a clear answer in complex query problems; the intelligent algorithm must be able to infer the existing resources and learn to deduce the location of the answer. Specifically, in a large-scale knowledge map, when faced with multi-hop reasoning relationship, it is necessary to learn the formula of display reasoning.

Aiming at the above problems, Xiong[31] and others proposed a new controllable multi-hop reasoning method, which constructed the path learning process as reinforcement learning. Compared with PRA model, this method uses translation based knowledge-based embedding method to encode RL agent into continuous space, and RL agent conducts reasoning in vector space of knowledge map. The agent extends its path by sampling a relationship, thus taking incremental steps. In order to better guide RL agent learning relationship path, the method also uses strategy gradient training and a new reward function, which jointly encourages accuracy, diversity and efficiency.

The specific task of relational reasoning is to find reliable prediction paths between entity pairs [29]. In this method, the path finding problem is described as a sequential decision problem that can be solved by RL agent. RL system consists of two parts. The
first part is the external environment, which specifies the dynamic interaction between agent and knowledge map. The environment is modeled as a Markov decision process. The second part of the system is the RL agent, which is represented as the policy network [32], which maps the state vector into the random policy. The parameters of neural network are updated by stochastic gradient descent. Compared with DQN, the RL method based on policy is more suitable for the scenario of knowledge map. One reason is the path finding process of the knowledge map, and the behavior space may be very large because of the complexity of the relationship diagram. This may lead to poor convergence of DQN. In addition, the strategy network can learn the gradient strategy, prevent the agent from falling into some intermediate state, and avoid the problems of value-based methods such as DQN in learning strategy gradient.

For the setting of the environment, the number of operations that an agent can perform can be very large, because there are many more wrong sequential decisions than the correct macro volume. To solve the problem of large number of operations, the first reward function is added in RL model.

\[ r_{GLOBAL} = \begin{cases} +1, & \text{if the path reaches } target \\ -1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (19)

The purpose of reward function is that when agent \( R \) reaches the target after performing a series of behaviors, an offline positive reward \( +1 \) will be given.

In relational reasoning tasks, the short path contains more reliable reasoning evidence than the long path. Short relation chain can also improve the efficiency of reasoning by limiting the length of interaction between RL and environment. Efficient reward is defined as:

\[ r_{EFFICIENCY} = \frac{1}{length(p)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

The path \( P \) is defined as a sequence of relations.

The RL agent is trained to find the path of positive samples for each relationship. These training samples (resources, etargets) have similar state representation in vector space, and RL agents tend to find paths with similar syntax and semantics. These paths usually contain redundant information because some of them may be relevant. In order to encourage agents to find diverse paths, we use the cosine similarity between the current path and the existing path to define a diversity reward function.
Where $p = \sum_{i=1}^{n} r_i$ is the embedding path $r_1 \rightarrow r_2 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow r_n$ of the relation chain. Unlike previous random walk based pathfinding models, RL model allows us to control the attributes of the paths we find. In many path based reasoning methods, these effective paths can also be used as a substitute for PRA.

This model uses a reinforcement learning framework to improve the performance of relational reasoning in KGs. Specifically the author trains an RL agent to find a reasoning path in the knowledge base. Unlike previous pathfinding models based on random walking, the RL model allows us to control the properties of the path found. In many path-based reasoning methods, these effective paths can also be used as a substitute for PRA. For the two standard reasoning tasks, the RL path is used as the reasoning formula, which is usually better than other methods.

In future research, the model can introduce adversarial learning to provide the possibility of better rewards with the human-defined reward function used in the model. Instead of designing rewards based on path characteristics, a discriminant model can be trained to give rewards. In addition, in order to solve when KG does not have enough reasoning paths, we can apply the RL framework to joint reasoning based on KG triples and text mentions.

**Neural LP:** The reasoning of hybrid rule and neural network mainly transforms the rule into vector operation, which is applied to the neural network method with strong learning ability to realize a differentiable model. Yang et al. [32] proposed a fully differentiable system. For the first time, we learned an end-to-end differentiable model Neural LP (Neural logic programming) by combining the parameters and structures of first-order logic rules. In NeuralILP, each entity is associated with a fixed one hot vector, and each relationship is associated with a fixed $\{0,1\}$ operation matrix. The logic rule reasoning is formalized as matrix multiplication. The score function of the entity is weighted and correlated with the confidence degree of the product of the relational operation matrices on all corresponding paths. Neural LP designs a neural controller system with attention mechanism and storage. The learning process combines the differentiable operations used in TensorLog in sequence. The parameters to be learned are rule set and its corresponding confidence degree. Since each confidence level is associated with a specific rule, enumerating rules is a discrete task, and direct learning is difficult to formalize into a differentiable process.

In order to solve this problem, the multiplication and addition operations of the score function are exchanged, that is, add first and then multiply. Firstly, the confidence weighted sum of operation matrices is carried out from the perspective of relationship, and then multiplied. However, the resulting paths are all the same length, related to the number of multiplications. Therefore, the auxiliary storage vector, storage attention vector and operation attention vector are introduced, and the learning is carried out in the form of circulation. Among them, the auxiliary storage vector is initialized to the given entity, followed by the intermediate reasoning results obtained by each step; the storage attention vector stores the weight of each step until the current step; the operation attention vector stores the weight of each TensorLog operation. Finally, the model calculates a weighted average of all storage vectors, and the weight is the storage attention vector. In this way, use attention to select the appropriate rule length. The whole process is implemented by LSTM. In each step of reasoning, the attention mechanism is used to select the subset of TensorLog operation, and then the
content is selected from the storage. The result of operation is the storage vector of the step and added to the storage.

The model treats the KGC task as a sorting problem, and puts the candidate entities on a combined embedding vector representing the known part of the input triples, and arranges the ranking score vector in descending order. In order to improve the prediction performance, the author uses a list The ProjE mutation of the formula optimizes the collective ranking score vector. In the training process, only the direct connection and the length of 1 path are used, which has a relatively simple 2-layer structure, but is better than complex models with richer parameters or feature sets. Compared with other models, the current work of this model does not require any pre-trained embeddings and has much fewer parameters than related models. Finally, the author proves that ProjE performs better than existing methods in fact checking tasks. In the future development, the model can use the embedded projection model proposed in this paper to adapt to more complex neural network models, such as RNN and CNN. But this will inevitably add additional complexity. How to reduce complexity is the focus of future research.

In general, hybrid multi-step reasoning is richer in content than hybrid single-step reasoning. In addition, after recent years of development, distributed reasoning methods have more effective hybrid modes. However, the current hybrid reasoning is still limited to the mixture of the two methods. Among various hybrid methods, the reasoning of hybrid rules and neural networks has a lot of room for development, the high accuracy and interpretability of the rule method and the strong strength of the neural network method Learning and high generalization capabilities enable the combination of the two to obtain a high-accuracy differentiable model, avoiding the computational problems of traditional rule methods, and to a certain extent, increasing the interpretability of neural network methods. In the future, mixed rules Reasoning with neural networks will be worthy of more in-depth research, which can be further studied from the perspective of hybrid modes and the specific manifestations of rules and neural networks.

5 Comparison of experiments and methods

5.1 Data set and evaluation index

In order to compare the quality of the model, this article selects the FB15K-237 dataset and the WN18 dataset. The FB15K-237 dataset is a subset of Freebase and contains 237 relationships and 14K entities. The WN18 dataset contains 18 relationships and 40K species of entities. The results of fact prediction and link prediction are used as evaluation indicators to compare some knowledge reasoning methods. The subtasks of link prediction include entity prediction and relationship prediction, the purpose of which is to predict the missing part of the triple.

Entity forecast: Entity prediction is to predict the missing entities in triples. The specific test methods are as follows:

1) Extract the triad \(<h, R, t>\) from the test set;
2) The head entity and tail entity in the dataset are replaced respectively, and the triplet \(<e_n, R, t>\), \(n\) is the number of entities in the dataset;
3) The newly replaced triples are scored and sorted from high to low reliability, and the lower the score, the better;
4) Repeat the first three steps until all triples in the test set are tested.

There are two evaluation indexes: Meanrank and evaluation index hits@10. Meanrank is the average rank of all test triples in the test dataset; hits@10 is the probability of the top 10 triples in the test dataset. A good link prediction method should have a lower mean rank and a higher link prediction method hits@10.

In addition, it should be noted that if a triple knowledge map constructed during the test exists, that is, the triple is actually correct, it is reasonable to rank it before the test triples < h, R, t >. In order to eliminate the influence of this problem, the correct triples existing in training set, verification set and test set are eliminated before ranking each test triplet. It is no doubt that the evaluation result of "filter" is more important than "raw".

**Relationship prediction:** The method of relation prediction is similar to entity prediction, except that the target of replacement is changed from entity to relation. Due to the small number of relationships in the knowledge map, hits@10, it is difficult to compare the advantages and disadvantages of different methods hits@1. Instead hits@10.

### 5.2 Comparative analysis of experimental results

When training the model, the learning rate $\alpha$ is set to \{0.01, 0.1, 1\}, the spacing $l$ is set to \{0.25, 0.5, 1\}, the vector dimension $d$ is set to \{20, 50, 100\}, the balance rate between the models is set to $\eta$ It is \{0.01, 0.1, 1, 10\}, and the nearest neighbor structure order $n$ is set to \{1, 2, 3\}. After many experiments, the optimal parameter configuration is as follows: On the FB15K data set, $\alpha = 0.01$, $l = 1$, $d = 50$, $\eta = 0.1$, $n = 2$; on the WN18 data set, $\alpha = 0.01$, $l = 2$. $d = 20$, $\eta = 0.1$, $n = 2$. The experimental results are as follows:

**Table 1:** entity prediction results on FB15k-237

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MeanRank</th>
<th>Hits@10(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raw</td>
<td>Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransE</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransD</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransR</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTransE</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProjE</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKRL</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2:** entity prediction results on WN18.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MeanRank</th>
<th>Hits@10(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raw</td>
<td>Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransE</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransD</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TransR</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTransE</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProjE</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DKRL</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the experimental data in the table, whether it is in the FB15K data set or the WN18 data set, each model has its own outstanding side and certain defects. Among them, the ProjE model performs on both Raw and filter. It’s the best. In the Trans series model, the PTransE model performs better, slightly worse on Raw, and best on filter. The reason for this result is that some correct triples interfere during sorting, but in the filter process. It is to deal with this interference.

When there are not enough paths between entities, RL model and PRA model may give bad results. For example, for the FilmWrittenBy relationship, the RL model only finds four unique inference paths, which means that there is not enough reasoning evidence in the knowledge map. Another observation is that RL achieves better performance on Nell datasets. By analyzing the paths found from the map, we find that Nell dataset has more short paths than FB15k-237, and some of them are just synonyms of reasoning relations.

Table 3: Number of reasoning paths used by PRA and RL model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>#of Reasoning Paths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRA</td>
<td>RL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worksFor</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>teamplaySports</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TeamPlaysInLeague</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>137.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 shows some comparisons of the number of inference paths. From the data in the table, it can be found that compared with PRA model, RL agents with pre-defined reward functions can select better paths, and filter out similar or unrelated paths, so as to enhance the reasoning strength.

Next, we provide quantitative results supporting our claim that modeling the entities along a KB path can improve reasoning performance. The last section of Table 4 lists the performance gain obtained by injecting information about entities. We achieve the best performance when we represent entities as a function of their annotated types in Freebase (Single-Model + Types) (p < 0.005).

Table 4: Model performance comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>Performance (%MAP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ILP</td>
<td>51.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRA</td>
<td>64.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Path-RNN</td>
<td>68.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNN+PRA classifier-b</td>
<td>61.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RL</td>
<td>65.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neural LP</td>
<td>73.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 compares the performance of the six model methods. When training all paths, NeuralLP performed significantly (p<0.005) better than other models. The accuracy of NeuralLP model is as high as 73.28%, the accuracy of RL reinforcement learning model is 65.41%, and the accuracy of Path-RNN model is 68.43%.

From the comparative analysis of the above experimental results, it can be found that the mixed model is better than the single model in terms of accuracy and model complexity.
6 Summary

Generally speaking, the single-step reasoning method is based on the fact tuples in the knowledge map, while the multi-step reasoning method adds the multi-step path constraints on the basis of the single-step reasoning modeling method. The expression ability of the multi-step reasoning method is generally stronger than that of the single-step reasoning method, and the inference prediction effect is relatively better. The spatial distribution characteristics of knowledge map are fully considered in the modeling of single-step reasoning method based on distributed representation. The spatial distribution of knowledge map is modeled by fine-grained method, which has stronger expression and reasoning ability. The research on this kind of methods is still relatively small, and it needs to further explore the spatial distribution characteristics of knowledge map, explore more modeling methods, and expand to multi-step reasoning. Among the subclasses of single-step reasoning and multi-step reasoning, neural network-based reasoning and hybrid reasoning are relatively good methods. With the continuous development of neural network, more in-depth research still needs to be carried out. Further enhancing the interpretability of neural network for the task of reasoning is also a major difficulty. Hybrid reasoning attempts to use the advantages of various reasoning methods to obtain better reasoning performance. Generally, the effect of ensemble learning is better than that of single model. However, the current hybrid reasoning is limited to the mixing of the two methods. How to mix multiple complementary methods to further improve the reasoning ability needs further research.
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